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Please refer to Beauty Launchpad’s 2023 Editorial Calendar and Editorial Due Dates for
Product Roundup categories and deadlines.

Product Roundup Program for Magazine Display Advertisers
Scheduled magazine display advertisers receive an additional value of inclusion in Beauty Launchpad’s Product Roundup program.
This special Product Roundup program extends your reach and frequency by more than 400% and includes Marketing Inquiries.

Benefits
Beauty

WHAT’S
TRENDING

2. Following the coverage in the magazine, your product
information will be scheduled in the monthly “Product Roundup”
newsletter that includes Marketing Inquiries (soft leads).

Check out this month’s roundup of new
and noteworthy goods.

3. Additionally, your product information will be posted on
Beauty Launchpad’s website and will be included in the
monthly Product Roundup feature page on
www.beautylaunchpad.com

Hydro Rush Intense Moisture Collection from
amika comprises a shampoo, conditioner and
leave-in conditioner formulated with squalene
and hyaluronic acid. The line not only provides
long-lasting moisture to manes, but also
detangles and reduces frizz. @amikapro

4. Highlights of the Product Roundup featured page will be
promoted via Beauty Launchpad’s Daily Newsletter and
social media channels.

Marketing Inquiries
1. As buyers demonstrate interest in your product by clicking
to learn more, you will receive email contact information to
follow up with an e-blast on the products you featured.
2. Best practice – for following up on marketing inquiries:
	  Offer qualified prospects more information about your
	  new product and special offers to build more engagement.

Eufora Protreatment System in-salon service can
be customized to the individual needs of each client.
Blended on demand, each treatment consists of a
supercharged base, booster and sealer. The system
includes a variety of products, including nutriBase,
nutriBase Lite, rapidRepair, frizzControl, scalpRemedy
and Sealant. @eufora.pro
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No. 4C Bond Maintenance
Clarifying Shampoo from
Olaplex is a weekly gentle deepcleansing shampoo formulated
to remove impurities that weigh
down hair and cause damage.
The brand recommends following
the shampoo with Olaplex No. 5
Bond Maintenance Conditioner
or Olaplex No. 8 Bond Intense
Moisture Mask. @olaplex

ValbrunPRO Og V-10 shears feature a
Japanese Hitachi cobalt alloy V-10 blade,
an octagon ring base to avoid slipping
and the True Relax shaft for stability
and control. The cutting blade provides
leverage and support to reduce pressure
on the thumb. @therealvalbrun

reSURGE Shaver from Andis assuages
skin irritation brought on by shaving with
gold titanium, hypoallergenic foils. The easy
pivot head glides through wet or dry hair
and closely contours the face, head and
neck while the long hair trimmer reduces
pre-trimming before shaving. @andisclippers

Billion Dollar Brows offers its
sharp, pointed-nose Spring
Scissors for precise, detailed
trimming. The scissors are
designed to be easy to
squeeze and use on clients.
@billiondollarbrows

Add on-trend flair to your Dyson tools
with the Nickel/Copper Colorway. The
Supersonic, Corrale and Airwrap are all
now available in the influencer-approved
metallic hue. @dysonhair

COURTESY OF MANUFACTURERS

1. As a magazine display advertiser, you’ll receive additional
coverage in the very popular news sections of the magazine.

Cali-Curl Beach Wave Service is a 45- to 65-minute salon texture
service developed with waving tools and liquid technology that
achieves beautiful beach waves and volume. Lasting from three to
six months, the service can be used on most hair types and colorprocessed hair. The Cali-Curl service is created with the Cali-Curl
Beach Wave System, Cali-Curl Rings (in sizes small, medium,
medium+ and large) and Cali-Curl Foam Diffuser Rings. @cali.curl

Bleach Collection from Maria Nila begins at the salon
and ends at home. The in-salon products include
Balayage Bleach Powder, Silver Bleach Powder and
five developers. The post-care Silver Shot, a 2 oz. violet
pigment finishing treatment, allows clients to use it at
home to nourish their hair and prolong color between
salon visits. @marianilaprofessional

NanoThermic PowerGrip Brush Collection from
Olivia Garden provides similar tension to boar bristles
combined with the drying power of a thermal brush.
Ideal for cowlicks, bangs and beveling ends, the brushes
utilize a wavy barrel design that gathers bristles in rows
with outstanding grip and tension control, allowing easier
and faster shaping and smoothing for medium to thick or
coarse hair. @oliviagarden_int
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MAGAZINE PRODUCT ROUNDUP CONT’D
Please refer to Beauty Launchpad’s 2023 Editorial Calendar and Editorial Due Dates for
Product Roundup categories and deadlines.

Qualification for the New Product Roundup Program
1. Schedule a minimum 4x display ad program in Beauty Launchpad
Magazine in 2023.
2. For every display advertisement placed, you may submit a product
to be published in that issue of the magazine.
3. The same product cannot be used more than two times in one
calendar year and must be run at least 6 months apart.

Material Specifications and Deadlines
Qualifying advertisers will receive an e-mail with a link to submit the
following:
1. A 50-word product or service description.
2. A single image. Image requirements: .jpg, .gif or .png, maximum
resolution: 300 dpi.
3. A URL link to the specific product page on your website.
4. You will be asked to include your company name, phone number
and website as you would like it to be seen.
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